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SIMON RICHARDSON

The Diamond Ridge

The Tronchey Wall on the Grandes Jorasses. The 1,600m-long Diamond Ridge 
follows the sunlit crest just right of centre. (Simon Richardson)

On the second day we climbed the final three pitches to reach the top 
of  the headwall, and then Uisdean climbed the last 150m to the summit in 
one big pitch. It was 1pm and we were surprised at how early we’d arrived. 
Unfortunately cloud had covered the upper part of  the headwall since day-
break. We were worried about being caught in a storm but occasional patch-
es of  blue sky helped our descent down the long ridge of  the Japanese Route. 
By the time we reached the start of  the rappels, we were below the cloud 
and relaxed. It began to snow and rain during our descent and we still had 
to negotiate numerous cliff  bands, so kept our focus throughout. It felt so 
sweet to reach the hut just as it got dark, late on the second day. It had been 
an epic route, which kept us involved and tested us, mentally and physically.

I know a lot of  the draw of  climbing in the Canadian Rockies is about 
adventure, and ‘the unknown’. I realise we weren’t very original in our route 
choice: essentially copying Will and Nick. If  I were to nitpick our ascent, 
it’s only for this. I realise with each ascent, an almost mythical route like  
the House-Anderson becomes slightly more ‘known’; slightly less mythical. 
Yet despite our lack of  originality, I’m very content.

October
I spent most of  October working and then climbing George Smith’s Rock 
of  Ages, an impressive E7 which, to my knowledge, hadn’t been repeated. It 
climbs up an overhanging ship’s prow in a giant cave, a true Gogarth pump-
fest, but thankfully has good gear. I tried it once with James Taylor, leaving 
some cams near my highpoint, aiming to return a few days later. Two weeks 
went by and I still hadn’t returned due to tides, weather, swell and partners. 
Finally I made it back with Tony Stone, finishing a great day by the light of  
my headtorch.

December
After some rope-access work fell through, I sold Christmas trees for a few 
weeks in December. My life seems permanently strapped to a roller-coaster,  
with frequent money worries from my hand-to-mouth existence and  
monthly peaks and troughs. I can’t complain: it’s all self-inflicted because  
I devote so much to the mountains. I do wonder how sustainable this  
lifestyle can be.

Calum Muskett, Tony Stone and I flew to Patagonia in December, drawn 
south by recent seasons of  good weather. We spent a few weeks in Torres 
del Paine, sitting in base camp waiting for stable conditions. Unfortunately,  
settled weather never arrived, and we moved to El Chaltén and the Fitzroy 
massif. In January, Calum flew home but Tony stayed, sitting out poor 
weather. We walked into the mountains five times for various objectives, 
each time turning around. On the sixth and final time, right at the end of  our 
seven-week trip, we climbed the 1,600m Supercanaleta on Fitzroy. We had 
plenty of  excitement battling giant fins of  rime ice on the final gendarmes. 
It felt special to reach the summit on a calm, sunny day, just with our return 
flight beckoning. It was time for home and the end to a fantastic year.
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Major unclimbed lines on the biggest mountains of  the Mont Blanc range are almost 
by definition rare, but a few plums remain. This is the account of  the first ascent of  
the Diamond Ridge (1600m, 5c, A0) on the south-south-east face of  the Grandes 
Jorasses by Simon Richardson and Micha Rinn between 28 and 30 July 2016.

Ten years ago the Italian mountaineering historian Luca Signorelli  
contacted me about a book he is writing on the Grandes Jorasses.  

I was delighted that the ascent of  the Gervasutti route on the east face that 
Nick Kekus and I made in 1982 would merit a tiny mention in the book, 
but it started me thinking that it would be wonderful to have a route on 
the Grandes Jorasses that I could call my own. I’d been fortunate enough 
to climb new routes on the other two great mountains in the range, Mont 
Blanc and the Aiguille Verte, so the Jorasses would complete the set.

I was well aware that this was an ambition bordering on fantasy. The 
Grandes Jorasses is one of  the most celebrated mountains in the Alps and 
home to dozens of  long and testing routes. The stupendous north face is 
crisscrossed with lines and was unlikely to yield anything novel, so it was 

natural to turn to the Italian side where the summit ridge towers an awe 
inspiring 3,200m above the beautiful Val Ferret. The east face is the most 
beautiful aspect on this side of  the mountain, but it has attracted significant 
attention in recent years and the remaining lines look extremely difficult. 
Similarly, I quickly dismissed the south-south-east face, or Tronchey Wall 
as it is often called, due to its reputation for stone fall and a difficult glacier  
approach. I spent many winter evenings studying photos of  the south face,  
but the unclimbed ground lacked logical lines and carried significant  
objective danger from hanging seracs and falling rocks.

Then almost by chance, I came across a photo on the internet where sun-
shine and shade highlighted a snaking ridgeline winding up the right side of  
the Tronchey Wall. The Diamond Ridge, as it later became called, was so 
prominent it had almost become invisible. In my search for more tenuous 
and subtle routes I had completely missed it. But, best of  all, the Diamond 
Ridge appeared to be unclimbed: I could scarcely believe my luck.

Over 1,400m high, the Tronchey Wall is the highest in the Mont 
Blanc range. It is framed by two huge structural features: the Pra Sec and  

Left: Michael Rinn approaching the 
crux tower at the start of day two of the 
Diamond Ridge. (Simon Richardson)

Above: Simon Richardson climbing 
perfect granite on the crest of the 
Diamond Ridge at the start of day  
two. This is the section above the  
crux tower. (Michael Rinn)
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Tronchey ridges that meet at the summit of  Pointe Walker enclosing the 
huge scooped-out rock wall with the tiny Pra Sec glacier nestling at its 
foot. The first team to climb the face was Alessandro Gogna and Guido  
Machetto in August 1972. They approached via the previously untravelled 
Pra Sec glacier and spent two days braving the significant stone-fall threat 
whilst climbing difficult ice-worn slabs and discontinuous grooves before 
gaining the safety of  a pronounced pillar in the upper third of  the face. 
Although their route description is remarkably understated, and they only 
graded the route TD, this three-day tour de force has never been repeated 
and ED2 is thought to be a more realistic rating.

It was another 13 years before the Tronchey Wall was climbed again. 
The visionary Italian ice climber, Giancarlo Grassi was attracted to the 
huge gully slicing through the centre of  the wall. Grassi chose June for his  
attempt, looking for rarely formed ephemeral ice on the lower slabs to 
take him, Renzo Luzi and Mauro Rossi into the gully. The first part of  the 
plan worked: thin ice led through the lower section. But unfortunately the 
gully itself  was bare. Instead of  retreating, Grassi and his team made an 
irre versible leftwards traverse across the 1972 route and finished up steep  
gullies in the upper part of  the face. Unsurprisingly, The Phantom Direct 
(ED3) remains unrepeated.

There was no further activity on the wall for another 25 years until May 
2010 when a French-Italian team attempted to complete Grassi’s vision and 
climb the gully in its entirety. This time modern equipment and dry tooling 
techniques took them within a couple of  pitches of  the exit onto the Tronchey 
Ridge but they were shut down by blank rock on the vertical sidewalls of  
the cleft. I was excited when their bold attempt was reported widely in the 
mountaineering press. At first I was intrigued that someone had identified a 
major new line on the Jorasses. Perhaps this was the route that I should have 
been chasing? But when I studied the associated topos, they confirmed the 
Diamond Ridge itself  was still unclimbed, and I became even more excited!

By early last year I could wait no longer. The Diamond Ridge was too 
good an objective to ignore so I made it the primary objective for a visit to  
Chamonix in July 2016. My partner was Michael (Micha) Rinn from  
Germany. We had climbed together in January during the BMC Interna-
tional Meet in Scotland and instantly clicked. Micha shares my love of  
adventure and the unknown, and despite the atrocious weather during the 
meet, we sealed our partnership with a new route on Lochnagar.

But of  course, there was a glitch. The Diamond Ridge starts at the head 
of  the heavily crevassed Pra Sec glacier and is severely undercut at its base. 
The obvious way to bypass these obstacles was to start 200m lower down 
the mountain, climb the small peak of  Punta Grassi on the right, one of  the 
last summits in the range to be climbed in 2006, and then traverse left to  
gain the ridge just above the initial overhangs. Unfortunately our photos 
showed the traverse threatened by a hanging icefall originating from the 
left branch of  the Tronchey glacier, and it looked potentially dangerous.  
As always, the only way to resolve this was to go and have a look.Michael Rinn climbing steep ground on day two. (Simon Richardson)
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On 16 July I flew to Frankfurt. Micha drove us to Chamonix and  
we walked up to the Envers des Aiguilles hut that evening. Over the 
next two days we climbed the modern classics Children of  the Moon and  
Subtitles Dulferiennes on the Aiguille du Roc, and then carried our bivouac 
kit (there was no room in the hut), up the more traditional Mer de Glace  
Face of  the Grépon. So a good start, but then the weather became poor and 
Micha picked up a nasty stomach bug. Once he recovered we went up to 
the Torino hut and climbed the elegant pinnacle of  the Roi de Siam in the 
Vallée Blanche and then joined the crowds on the Dent du Géant. It was  
all very laid back and relaxed but, crucially, our time up high was allowing 
us to acclimatise.

After another night in the hut we spent the day in Val Ferret scoping out 
the route. It became clear that the best way of  accessing the Diamond Ridge 
was to climb the left flank of  Punta Grassi to gain a crossing point in the 
couloir below the icefall. Viewed from the valley through binoculars the 
hanging glacier didn’t look too bad. Glacial recession had worked in our 
favour, and the overhanging ice in our photos had relented to more of  a 
rounded snout. It was still a worry, but it didn’t look excessively dangerous. 
Beyond the couloir was an easy-angled snowfield that would quickly take  
us out of  danger onto the crest of  the ridge itself.

We bivouacked in Val Ferret and started the approach just before dawn  
on 28 July, with food and fuel for two nights. The weather forecast pro-
mised two dry and cloudy days before bad weather swept in on the third. 
So not perfect, but good enough. We reached the foot of  Punta Grassi 

at 2,600m and started climbing at 9am. The line up the left flank slotted  
together well: there was a blank slabby section past a cave and then easier 
ground led to the couloir below the hanging glacier snout.

It was tricky climbing down into the couloir, but we were across 
it in seconds and soon moving across the snowfield to the safety of  the  
Diamond Ridge itself. We started this about midday and climbed ten pitches 
to a notch in the ridge. The rock was marvellous. It reminded me of  the east 
side of  Mont Greuvetta: perfect fine-grained granite with loads of  excellent  
features. Whenever you reached up there was a perfect hold just where  
you needed it.

There was not a bivouac site big enough for two but we found separate 
ones about 15m apart. The cloud had been swirling around all day, but 
it cleared and we spent a comfortable night. Next morning, a steep step 
above the notch proved to be the crux of  the route and we used three points  
of  aid before continuing up the crest of  the ridge for another 16 pitches.  
We thought we’d be drawn rightwards towards the Tronchey Ridge, but the 
natural line took us straight up to the base of  the Second Tower.

Here things began to get a little awkward. The cold spring meant that 
ledges were still banked up with winter snow, so there was lots of  changing 
out of  boots into rock shoes and taking crampons on and off  mid-pitch.  
We crossed an icy couloir and climbed a steep wall left to gain the pro-
minent right traverse below the imposing Third Tower. We expected easy 
ledges here, but instead we found smooth unprotected slabs that were  
soaking wet with dripping snow.

Simon Richardson climbing towards the Tronchey towers on day two.  
(Michael Rinn)

Michael Rinn on an awkward mixed section late on the second day.  
(Simon Richardson)
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The belay was poor and Micha led a full 50m rope length before  
coming back saying he couldn’t complete the final moves because the final 
slabs were covered in ice. There was no foothold big enough to stop and  
put on crampons, so Micha had to repeat the entire traverse in crampons  
so he could climb the ice at the end. It was now getting dark, so it was  
a pretty tense time for both of  us, and an outstanding lead by Micha.  
We bivouacked immediately afterwards by digging into a snow bank on top 
of  the Second Tower.

The next day we continued up the original route of  the Tronchey Ridge,  
by traversing above the top of  the steep section of  the east face to join the  
upper crest. We were on the summit of  the Grandes Jorasses (4208m) at mid-
day just as the forecasted bad weather was sweeping in from Mont Blanc. 
The descent went smoothly and we reached the Boccalatte hut at 5pm to a 
great welcome from guardians Franco Perlotto and Roberta Cutri. The hut 
was empty because of  the poor weather, and at first, they couldn’t under-
stand where we’d come from or what we’d climbed. Once we explained they 
both became very excited, and Franco immediately contacted the Italian 
Alpine Club and also Luca Signorelli who was staying in Courmayeur.

It snowed hard that night, almost to the level of  the hut, and after a  
leisurely breakfast we walked down in the rain and were met by Luca  
halfway up the trail. This in itself  was rather special; we had been corre-
sponding for ten years so it was great to finally meet. Luca was charming 
and enthused about our ascent. 

‘You have made history,’ he said. ‘This is only the third time the Tronchey 
Wall has ever been climbed, and each time by a separate route!” Until that 
point I hadn’t really considered our climb to have anything but personal 
significance, but a 1,600m-high new line on one the most important peaks 
of  the Alps was not going to pass unnoticed. As we sped back up the motor-
way to Germany later that afternoon, the internet hummed as news of  our 
ascent on the CAI website spread fast. In a climbing world where technical 
difficulty is often king, it was rather refreshing that a route that could have 
been climbed eighty years ago could still capture the wider imagination.

Simon Richardson on mixed ground high up on day two. (Michael Rinn)


